LEAVES AND FRUIT OF VIRGINIA FOREST TREES
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GREEN ASH
1"-2½"
5-9 Leaflets
Leaf 8'-12'
Usually
Edible
1½"-1¾"
Orange when ripe

WHITE ASH
1"-2½"
5-11 Leaflets
Leaf 8'-15'

PERSIMMON
2"-7'
Purple, black

AMERICAN ELM
2"-4½"
½"-¾"
5-9 Leaflets
Leaf 8'-12'

SLIPPERY ELM
2'-6"+
½"-¾"
5-8 Leaflets
Leaf 6'-10'

CUCUMBER (synonym RED MULBERRY)
First green then dull red

TULIP TREE
2'-3"
3"-5"

PACIFIC YEW
3"-5"

PINE
2'-4½"
3"-5"

SUMAC
2'-6'
3"-5"

LAUREL
4'-8'

SWEETGUM
½"-⅓"
Varying forms
2'-7'

SUGAR PINE
1½"-1¾"
2'-5'

AMERICAN HOLLY
½"-⅓"
Scarlet
Rarely yellow

SWEETGUM
1½"-1¾"
2'-5'

ENOCHLAENIA
2'-4'
¾"-⅞"
Edible

SUGAR MAPLE
1½"-2½"
3-5 Leaflets
Entire leaf 4'-9'

RED MAPLE
About 1'
2'-6'

SUGAR MAPLE
1½"-2½"
2'-5'

AMERICAN HYPHEN
2'-1½'
¾"-½"

GROUND BERRY
½"-⅝" wide

SMOOTH SERVICEBERRY
2'-4'
¾"-⅞"
edible

Red serviceberry
4'-9'
½"-⅞" wide

WOODLAND STRAWBERRY
2½'-6'
Leaflets 1½'-3'

RED CEDAR
6' Red pine
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